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Abstract
　　Japan and its modern history have played a major role in global developments 
over the past century. Knowledge of this must pass through the medium of language. 
In this case, the medium is American English. The study investigates the Corpus of 
Historical American English (COHA), to flush out language patterns in how Japan, 
its history, and it economics, have emerged in published American sources. The 
investigation does this through a simple word‐frequency analysis of vocabulary 
relevant to Japan. For comparison and insight, it also tests word frequencies 
for China and Europe. The paper presents quantified and charted findings, to 
view publishing patterns in American English, and how those patterns graft onto 
important events in Japanese history, such as the asset price bubble of 1986‐1991.
keywords:　digital humanities, Japan and China, Japanese history, Japanese 
economy, Japanese business, science of history
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Introduction
　　Word‐frequency investigations and the use of quantifiable data are no longer the methods 
of physical and social sciences. History, or what might be called the science of history, can take 
advantage of charts and numbers to assess patterns of the past and their potentially complex 
relationships with the present. The nation of Japan, with its strong presence in economic 
history and world affairs over the past century, has witnessed dynamic and sometimes 
tumultuous changes during its modern development. The coverage of this development in 
American English is the focus of the paper. Despite Japan’s presence and strong role in modern 
history, the nation remains a bit of a mystery in both popular and scholastic publications.
　　Japan in Writing. For years, many history books written in English about Japan 
seemed to favor cultural and military subjects. Despite Japan’s presence as an economic 
powerhouse since the early 20th century, few texts detail the nation’s economic 
development, and even fewer consider specific business and company developments (see 
Johnson, 1982, for a classic text that addresses industrial policy in the 20th century) ［1］. 
Most consumers and academics know that Japan has a strong economy and that companies 
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like Toyota and Sony are powerhouses, but how did these companies come to be that 
way?  When economic aspects are mentioned in many history texts, they usually address 
the social and cultural results that follow the economic changes rather than the economic 
developments themselves (see Kingston, 2010a, 2010b, for current social and historical 
discussions) ［2,3］.
　　The trend extends internationally, in the limited framing and historical understanding 
of Japan in global economics and trade relations. In both academics and journalism, most 
discussions center on post‐1945 trade, yet almost exclusively on Japan’s export economy 
while nearly ignoring that the nation is also a major importer of both raw materials and 
finished goods.
　　War Framing. English‐language renderings of 20th century Japanese economy also 
tend to be written by political scientists, sociologists, and economists, rather than by 
historians ［e.g., 4］. When historians address economic development in Japan, they tend to 
focus on the early modern Tokugawa era (1600‐1868) or the modern Meiji period (1868‐1912) 
［e.g., 5,6］. In addressing the 20th century, renderings of the economy are typically framed 
around Japanese expansion, neo‐colonialism, militarism, conflicts with China, and eventually 
the Pacific War of 1941‐1945. In this portrayal, the topics of economy and business are 
often considered in one of two ways: either (i) as developments that culminated in war, or (ii) 
as developments that arose during the recovery from war. This narrow historical perspective 
is predominately American, and has served the Western Allied interpretation of Japan since 
1945 ［7,8］.
　　In their extensive survey, entitled Cold War Social Science, editors Solovey and Cravens 
［9］ addressed the ways in which the production of knowledge became a massively funded 
operation in the United States after 1945. The efforts were meant to bolster the nation’
s position around the world, including its role as protector of democracy, through the 
production and management of information (i.e., the management of human nature). As 
John Dower ［7,8］ and other eminent historians ［10］ have discussed, the packaging of 
what to believe about Japan was no exception in the postwar Western market. As is often 
the case, the efforts filtered into mainstream media and popular culture, where ideas are 
routinely distilled for consumption. In this case, Japan before 1945 became known as a bad 
place, and after the American Occupation (1945‐1952) it became a good place.
　　In these simple portrayals for popular belief, whatever developments occurred in Japan 
before 1945, including economic ones, were interpreted for how they might or might not 
have contributed to the Pacific War. Without appreciating how business, industry, and wealth 
developed irrespective of the war framing, attention fell to U.S. policies in rehabilitating 
Japan at all levels (see Cochran, 2000, and Latham & Kawakatsu, 1994, on Japanese 
corporate and industrial developments in the decades prior to the war; see Bailey, 1996, 
for a history of the American Occupation) ［11,12,13］. Popular narratives of the postwar era 
have depicted the creation of business, industry, and wealth in Japan as attributable mostly 
to American influence and reconstruction. This has conveniently served a larger narrative of 
the United States as the protector of democracy, freedom, and capital wealth across a Cold 
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War globe ［7］.
　　Miracles and Bubbles. Similarly, popular and academic English‐language works by 
economists and economic historians tend to frame the study of post‐1960s Japanese growth 
around the economic miracle of the 1960s and the asset price bubble of 1986‐1991 (see Iyoda, 
2010, for an economics framing) ［14］. Due to the bubble’s recent occurrence, its shock to the 
economy, and its continued influence today, both Japanese and non‐Japanese historians seem 
somewhat preoccupied with the event, possibly at the expense of understanding anything 
else in recent Japanese economic history (see Kudo, 2003, for a review of the response by 
business historians to the asset price bubble) ［15］. In this case, developments are considered 
for (i) how they culminated in the bubble, or for (ii) how they influenced all that came after 
the bubble. Like the framing of the Pacific War earlier, the reduction of history around a 
highly focused event generates an impression that the asset price bubble was inevitable, and 
all that followed the bubble was inevitably and negatively influenced.
　　In scholarship since the bubble, and with the rise of China, English‐language scholars 
seem to have gradually moved away from histories of Japan and studies on the Japanese 
economy. Although online libraries and booksellers remain stocked with titles published 
between the mid‐1990s and early 2000s ［e.g., 13,15,16］, the publication years date them as 
efforts to address developments in Japan’s economy that led up to, and included, the asset 
price bubble. For the past decade, scholars and journalists alike have shifted much of their 
attention to China and its growing influence.
　　Research Purpose. In 1949, the American professor of economics J. B. Cohen ［17］ 
published a critical monograph, which spoke more accurately, and statistically, about prewar 
and wartime Japanese industry, about the significance of wartime industrial destruction 
by the American military, and about the realities facing both the Japanese and Americans 
in the early years of the postwar occupation. Though beyond the scope of the current 
paper, the principle thesis, in Cohen’s statistical, evidence‐based effort, has supported the 
argument that the American blockade and bombing campaign, by the U.S. Navy and Army 
Air Corps, did more to end the Pacific War than anything else. Though largely overlooked in 
popular renditions of the war, the evidence remains central to a long‐standing position, that 
Japanese industry and agriculture could no longer support the war effort, which meant the 
nation was on the brink of capitulation even before the use of atomic weapons against it (see 
Frank, 1999, 2014, for comprehensive historical scholarship on the end of the Pacific War 
and the blockade & bombing position) ［18,19］.
　　The current paper was partly inspired by Cohen’s attempts, to use data to paint a 
historical understanding of a complex and evolving system. In this case, that system is 
Japan, and how it has been discussed in American scholarship and popular press. With the 
power of computing, word‐frequency characteristics have recently become popular with 
scholars in the humanities and social sciences, influencing work on social psychology ［e.g., 
20］, literary study ［e.g., 21］, and history as a science ［e.g., 22］. Distant reading, as it is 
sometimes called, refers to analyzing written texts for how subjects have evolved in the 
written record, and how the record itself has changed. The current paper takes a brief look 
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at the word‐frequency characteristics regarding Japan, economy, and history in published 
American English.
Method‌and‌Analysis
　　Categories. Nine category sets of keyword searches were compiled (see Table 1). Four 
of these sets consider geographical designations, which the study refers to as four areas: 
Japan, China, Asia, and Europe. Three additional sets refer to subjects that commonly 
appear in historical discussions: economy, society, and warfare. The remaining two 
categories, JpCo (Japanese companies) and EuCo (European companies), each hold a list of 
30 Japanese and European companies with histories in the U.S. market. Because Chinese 
company names remain little known in most Western nations, a Chinese company list was 
not constructed.
　　All nine categories of words were selected to compare how Japan and its modern history 
have been addressed in American‐English publications. The primary area category was 
Japan, with a focus on four specific keywords: the proper nouns Japan, Nippon, and Tokyo, 
and the adjective Japanese. These are key identifiers in a variety of historical and social 
scientific discussions. Some common examples would include Japan’s economy, Japanese 
corporations, and the Tokyo stock market. The remaining three areas, of China, Asia, and 
Europe, were employed for comparing their respective developments in American‐English 
publication and against the Japan construct.
　　The three subject categories (economy, society, and warfare) and the two company 
categories (JpCo and EuCo) were also formed to plot their frequency of use in American 
English. The subjects of economy, society, and warfare are common in English‐language 
discussions and histories regarding Japan, China, and Europe. The point of the study was 
to indicate potential differences in these discussions in popular and academic publication. 
The use of Japanese company names was intended to potentially show how often specific 
companies were discussed, which is relevant to Japanese business history, as opposed to 
how often Japan and its economy have simply been referred to in general terms.
　　Corpora. To conduct the investigation, two corpora of American English were 
consulted. The primary of these was the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA), a 
400‐million word collection and the only one of its kind ［23,24］. The corpus is subdivided 
into four categories: (i) popular magazines (mags), (ii) newspapers (news), (iii) nonfiction 
books (NF), and (iv) works of fiction. COHA built the mags category from publications 
such as Time, the news category from newspapers such as the New York Times and the 
Washington Post, and the NF category from a variety of popular and academic books. The 
current study made use of these three but not the fiction category. The entire corpus itself 
sampled from works published between the 1810s and the year 2009. Because topics related 
to Japan, including its economy and businesses, rarely made an appearance in English‐
language publications prior to the end of the Meiji era (1868‐1912), the current study only 
looked back one hundred years, from the 1910s through the 2000s.
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　　The study also briefly consulted (see Table 6) the Corpus of Contemporary American 
English (COCA) ［25,26］. The corpus is built from over 520 million words published between 
the years 1990 and 2015. COCA is broken into five subcategories. The first (i) (spoken) 
comes from spoken English, much of it from television and radio broadcasts. The subsequent 
categories come from printed sources: (ii) popular magazines (mags), (iii) newspapers (news), 
(iv) academic journals and books (acad), and (v) works of fiction. The study considered 
categories (i) through (iv), skipping (v) fiction. Due to the constraints on the current study, 
the results from COCA are included mostly for the reader’s review and await analysis at a 
later date.
　　In the online interfaces for both COHA and COCA, scores are given in terms of parts‐
per‐million (ppm), or how many times a selected word appears per million words within the 
respective corpus. The measurement for ppm occurs in three ways: for the entire corpus, for 
a word category, and for a category set within a timeframe. For instance, during the decade 
of the 1980s in COHA, the word Japan appeared 72.68 times per million words, of which 
30.02 of them were drawn from newspapers (news). However, the current study wanted to 
know how often the word appeared in newspapers alone. Since newspapers accounted for 
16.34% of COHA in the 1980s ［23］, a compensation calculation of 30.02 divided by 0.1634 
revealed a total of 183.72 ppm of the word Japan in newspapers alone. This is a consistent 
scoring, since references to Japan in the 1980s appeared more often in newspapers than 
in magazines or nonfiction books. The scoring in Table 2 is reported by ppm for the three 
individual types of publications.
　　Searching. Table 1 contains the study’s search categories and the words 
operationalized into these categories, which were processed through the corpora.
　　Table 2 contains the search results processed through the COHA interface. The results 
are listed per decade for the four geographical references considered: Japan, China, Asia, 
and Europe. The figures represent parts‐per‐million (ppm) for each type of publication. 
For instance, references to Japan reached a peak in American newspapers in the 1940s, 
appearing at a rate of 824.3 ppm (indicated in Table 2).
　　Figure 1 charts three of the four areas listed in Table 2: Japan, China, and Europe. 
Because the Asia category proved to be less useful to the study, it was not charted. Figure 
1 looks at how each area appears in the three publication types: newspapers, magazines, 
and nonfiction books. The information shows spike frequencies for Japan in newspapers 
in the 1940s (824.3 ppm) and 1980s (483.2). It also indicates the low frequency of Japan 
in nonfiction books, yet with a strong increase since the 1970s. As of the year 2009, Japan 
reached a historical peak in NF (205.4), while falling in news to its lowest frequency (146.6) 
since the 1960s (146.0) and the 1910s (118.5).
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　　Figure 2 arranges the same information, from Table 2, by publication type rather 
than by area. It shows how Japan, China, and Europe compare within American English 
publications. The charts show Japan dominating American newspapers in the 1940s, 
followed by a sharp postwar drop, and then the domination of China in the news between 
the 1950s and 1970s. Mention of Japan surpassed China during the price asset bubble years. 
The number of newspaper references to Japan subsequently fell, so that stories, as of 2000‐
2009, consider China (300.6) more than twice as much as Japan (146.6).
Table 1
Searched Words by Category
Word Category Search Words in Category
Area words
  Japan Japan, Japanese, Nippon, Tokyo
  China China, Chinese, Beijing, Peking
  Asia Asia, Asian, Asiatic, Orient, oriental
  Europe Europe, European, EU, Europa
Subject words
  Economy
business(s), cash, commodity(s), conglomerate, corporate, corporation(s), 
currency(s), economic(s), economy, exchange, export(s)(ed)(ing), import(s)
(ed)(ing), industrial, industry(s), invest(s)(ed)(ing), management, managerial, 
manufacture(s)(ed)(ing), markets(s), money, pricing, stock(s), tariff(s), trade(s)(ed)
(ing)
  Society
actor(s), art(s), artist(s), cinema, college(s), culture, drama, education, fashion(s), 
history(s), humanities, language, movie(s), music, novel(s), painting(s), 
philosophy, poetry, religion, school, sex, social, society, studies, theater, 
tradition(s)(al), university(s)
  Warfare
attack(s)(ed)(ing), army, battle(s), blast(ed), bomb(s)(ed)(ing), combat(ed)(ing), 
death(s), defeat(s)(ed)(ing), die(s)(ed)(ing), fight(s)(ers)(ing), fought, invade(s)
(ed)(ing), invasion, kill(s)(ed)(ing), military, navy, regiment, soldier(s), squad(s), 
squadron(s), war(s)(ing), warfare, weapon(s)(ry)
Companies
  JpCo
Asahi, Casio, Datsun, Fuji, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Honda, Isuzu, Kenwood, Kawasaki, 
Mazda, Mitsubishi, Mitsui, NEC, Nikon, Nintendo, Nissan, Panasonic, Pentax, 
Sanyo, Sega, Seiko, Sony, Subaru, Sumitomo, Suzuki, Toshiba, Toyota, Yamaha, 
Yokohama
  EuCo
Airbus, BASF, BMW, Braun, Daimler, Knorr, Lufthansa, Merck, Siemens, 
Steinway, Volkswagen | Chanel, Dior, Michelin, Renault | Armani, Benetton, 
Beretta, Fiat, Gucci, Versace | Barclays, BP, HSBC, Lloyds | Nestle, Rolex | 
Anheuser‐Busch | Volvo | Nokia
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Table 2
Area Words in American English (COHA): Publication Type and Decade
Area Words in American English: Frequency by Publication Type and Decade
COHA score is in parts per million (ppm) for each type of publication.
Years 1910s 1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
Japan
News 118.5 212.9 459.4 824.3 254.2 146.0 291.6 483.2 274.6 146.6
Mags 247.3 295.4 361.3 552.7 306.8 204.8 212.3 295.8 231.4 179.7
NF 22.9 40.8 130.4 101.2 41.5 109.6 62.5 103.0 142.0 205.4
China
News 67.0 220.7 210.3 347.2 724.0 593.5 590.3 345.5 307.1 300.6
Mags 223.6 395.3 301.2 417.2 469.2 299.8 381.2 247.6 215.7 239.3
NF 89.0 104.6 289.9 207.7 172.4 201.7 123.0 302.3 229.7 480.6
Asia
News 24.2 37.9 36.1 58.7 224.0 185.2 113.2 82.4 99.0 107.1
Mags 98.1 84.2 49.7 82.7 180.3 111.8 98.2 62.7 97.2 89.6
NF 50.6 151.6 148.2 135.6 177.2 98.5 53.8 93.7 194.1 171.9
Europe
News 317.9 373.2 417.9 644.9 671.5 399.8 299.3 286.0 226.5 170.4
Mags 464.0 479.3 382.1 487.6 389.6 416.2 259.1 362.0 261.9 206.6
NF 214.9 297.4 432.3 391.9 344.8 359.0 259.6 449.7 354.7 510.4
Note. News = Newspapers; Mags = Popular magazines; NF = Nonfiction books (see Table 1 
for definitions)
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Figure 1
Use of Japan, China, and Europe in Historical American English (COHA):
Publication Type and Decade
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Figure 2
Comparing Areas in news, mags, and NF in Historical American English (COHA)
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　　Figure 2 indicates considerable fluctuation for references to Japan and China in 
newspapers, whereas popular magazines have remained comparatively consistent. By 
comparison, references in nonfiction books to Japan, China, and Europe have remained fairly 
stable since the 1930s, with consideration of Europe consistently in the lead. This could be an 
indication of how book markets interact and evolve. The rise in NF for all three areas since 
the 1970s is consistent with arguments about the rise of the American social sciences ［9］.
　　In the present study, the data points and the number of words searched are too few to 
make any strong claims about correlations in the American publishing market. The effect 
size of COHA itself would also need to be considered when making such evaluations. 
However, the patterned movement in the NF chart, in Figure 2, draws a picture of how 
Japan, China, and Europe might be connected in the American book market. This is even 
more noticeable given the seeming lack of association in the news and mags charts, which 
reflect the data from Table 2.
　　The r‐values in Table 3 point to potential correlations, and the potential lack thereof. 
The strongest r‐value was between Japan NF and China NF (r = 0.91), whereas the weakest, 
and depicted in Figure 2, was between Japan news and China news (r = ‐0.04). This could 
indicate something about the pairing of Japan and China in nonfiction and academic 
writing, and the separation of them in journalism. The connection between Japan and other 
academic topics in NF books is notable, and indicates grounds for further study.
　　The lack of connection between Japan news and Japan company names (JpCo) is also 
noteable (r = ‐0.11), yet unsurprising since Japanese companies did not fully arrive in the 
American consciousness until the 1980s. See Figure 4 for a picture of this emergence.
　　Overall, the patterns suggest distinct publishing histories between newspapers and NF 
books, and these patterns overlap sporadically: for instance, Japan news and China NF (r 
= 0.08), and Japan NF and Economy news (r = ‐0.08). See Table 4 for COHA frequency 
scoring of economy, society, and warfare. See Table 5 for COHA scoring of Japanese (JpCo) 
and European (EuCo) company names.
Table 3
Potential Correlations in COHA
NF Books Newspapers
Japan NF and Japan news and
China NF r = 0.91 Europe news r = 0.50
Europe NF r = 0.84 War news r = 0.45
Society NF r = 0.63 Econ news r = 0.34
Euro Co NF r = 0.58 Asia news r = -0.28
Economy NF r = 0.56 Society news r = -0.25
Japan Co NF r = 0.56 Euro Co news r = -0.19
Asia NF r = 0.47 Japan Co news r = -0.11
War NF r = 0.34 China news r = -0.04
Note. News = newspapers; NF = Nonfiction books (see Table 1 for definitions)
The r‐values were calculated from the data in Table 2, Table 4, and Table 5.
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Table 4
Subject Words in American English (COHA): Publication Type and Decade
Subject Words in American English: Frequency by Publication Type and Decade
COHA score is in parts per million (ppm) for each type of publication.
Years 1910s 1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
Economy
News 3905.8 5846.8 6708.5 4337.8 3762.4 3808.9 4086.7 5259.6 4072.6 3422.4
Mags 2797.8 3105.3 4311.2 3189.3 2886.7 2848.1 2862.7 3250.2 3581.9 2501.5
NF 1696.3 2152.2 2647.1 3392.1 2505.6 3670.0 2397.7 3553.4 3273.3 2807.6
Society
News 1262.6 1642.6 1458.2 1679.2 2124.6 3271.4 2867.9 3692.1 4891.8 4970.0
Mags 4045.3 3857.7 3498.1 3326.8 3922.5 4301.2 4101.2 4282.2 4583.9 4357.1
NF 3370.8 3349.1 3680.3 3804.7 4828.6 4821.2 5225.3 5327.9 6319.9 6128.7
Warfare
News 5430.1 3348.3 3057.7 7644.2 4632.0 4271.5 3770.6 2440.1 2562.3 2894.4
Mags 4115.4 3371.1 3371.0 6654.7 4010.7 3563.5 3290.7 3916.0 2564.0 2870.3
NF 2852.4 2087.3 2283.5 2418.6 2144.8 1932.5 2560.3 2432.1 2178.2 3265.5
Note. News = Newspapers; Mags = Popular magazines; NF = Nonfiction books (see Table 1) 
(see Davies, 2010a, 2012, for COHA references)
　　The subject categories of economy, society, and warfare were put through the COHA 
interface and recorded in Table 4. At present, the categories were used to examine patterns 
relevant to references to Japan in the history of American publishing. They need to be 
addressed more fully in subsequent studies to be of benefit to historical and social scientific 
research.
　　In the meantime, Figure 3 charts their development over the course of the past century. 
Not surprisingly, reference to economy is high in American news and mags in the 1930s, 
during the Great Depression. Consideration of warfare is high in the 1910s and 1940s, 
during the two world wars. Society, on the other hand, has gained more attention in 
NF books, and the steady rise of the subject, particularly since its boost in the 1950s, is 
consistent with the large expansion of social sciences in the United States after World War 
Two ［9］.
　　Though several of the Japanese companies listed in the JpCo category were founded 
before WWII, most did not receive consideration until the 1970s onward (Table 5, Figure 4). 
European companies were mentioned more frequently, until the 1980s and the international 
attention on the asset price bubble and Japanese corporate strength.
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Figure 3
Considering the Subjects of economy, society, and warfare in American English
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Table 5
Company Names in American English (COHA): Publication Type and Decade
Subject Words in American English: Frequency by Publication Type and Decade
COHA score is in parts per million (ppm) for each type of publication.
Years 1910s 1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
JpCo (Japanese companies)
News 1.4 6.6 5.0 9.0 3.4 5.3 15.0 70.3 121.6 104.6
Mags 2.3 11.1 3.7 6.3 6.5 10.1 20.0 52.8 88.9 114.6
NF 0.6 0.8 2.9 0.6 13.5 1.3 2.7 3.5 29.3 20.4
EuCo (European companies)
News 14.7 10.6 13.2 6.8 16.3 18.5 22.7 64.3 58.2 75.8
Mags 7.0 13.9 17.8 16.5 30.6 42.0 47.7 51.6 55.3 96.7
NF 9.3 5.1 4.5 8.5 11.9 11.4 6.0 17.6 12.2 21.4
Note. JuCo = Japanese company names; EuCo = European company names (see Table 1 
for list of Japanese and European company names) (see Davies, 2010a, 2012, for COHA 
references)
Figure 4
Japanese and European Companies Considered in American English Publications
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Contemporary‌American‌English
Table 6
Contemporary American English (COCA): Frequency by Publication Type (1990-2015)
Type 1990-1994 1995-1999 2000-2004 2005-2009 2010-2015
Japan
Spoken 253.7 89.2 83.5 56.1 77.0
Magazines 290.7 163.4 139.6 94.7 119.4
Newspapers 375.8 265.2 157.6 133.6 97.5
Academic 316.3 201.1 250.6 117.1 106.8
China
Spoken 135.4 222.5 210.2 177.3 157.0
Magazines 171.2 221.8 165.7 278.2 220.2
Newspapers 232.9 282.6 271.3 365.0 281.1
Academic 374.8 453.7 440.4 395.2 252.2
Europe
Spoken 203.5 88.7 161.1 98.0 126.4
Magazines 294.9 181.7 176.7 172.4 202.9
Newspapers 291.8 192.4 189.9 192.9 201.0
Academic 452.2 383.0 361.6 309.4 227.8
Economy
Spoken 3006.8 2108.5 2395.6 2170.8 1833.6
Magazines 4162.7 3066.6 2726.3 2195.2 1960.6
Newspapers 3826.6 3969.4 3669.5 3482.1 2721.9
Academic 3808.2 3178.1 2866.1 2337.7 1479.7
Society
Spoken 2501.0 2962.6 3004.7 2623.8 2281.7
Magazines 4807.4 4544.9 4606.1 4350.3 3518.8
Newspapers 4686.4 4689.7 4868.1 4834.3 4245.8
Academic 8184.4 8305.6 8216.1 9379.1 9544.5
Warfare
Spoken 3948.0 2584.6 4341.5 3644.1 2803.9
Magazines 2568.2 2220.0 2522.4 2494.4 2532.6
Newspapers 3358.5 2588.0 3382.5 2830.7 2246.4
Academic 2170.8 2088.4 2316.3 1822.0 1336.9
JpCo  (Japanese companies)
Spoken 24.5 16.4 26.1 19.3 21.3
Magazines 104.0 118.5 112.9 114.7 67.1
Newspapers 114.7 98.1 84.4 103.7 64.4
Academic 19.1 13.1 15.4 15.8 13.5
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EuCo  (European companies)
Spoken 24.0 24.9 28.7 30.1 62.3
Magazines 60.7 62.2 110.0 122.9 103.2
Newspapers 61.4 73.4 74.9 87.7 73.9
Academic 17.0 21.9 19.5 18.2 26.8
Note. (see Table 1 for definitions) (see Davies, 2008, 2010b, for COCA references) ［25,26］
　　COCA and the data compiled in Table 6 deserve a separate investigation for a later 
date. They are used here, and partly charted in Figure 5, only to draw attention to a major 
shift following the end of the Japanese asset price bubble in the early 1990s. COCA begins 
its sampling from the year 1990, and incorporates an academic category that focuses on 
scholarly books and journals. In the first time segment, of 1990‐1994, Figure 5 shows the 
shift in American publishing, from a frequency of references on Japan to those on China. 
In 1990‐1994, American newspapers referred to Japan at a rate of 375.8 ppm, compared 
to China’s rate of 232.9 ppm. Magazines were similar, at 290.7 ppm versus 171.2, as were 
spoken sources, 253.7 versus 135.4.
　　By the years 2005‐2009, the trend had reversed. Japan in newspapers appeared at a rate 
of 133.6 ppm versus China at 365.0, magazines at 94.7 versus 278.2, and spoken sources at 
56.1 versus 133.6. In each case, references to Japan in published American English dropped 
50 to 80 percent from levels in the 1980s. Even the Tohoku (East Japan) earthquake of 
March 11, 2011, seemed to barely curtail the downward slip in news references to Japan. 
The trend extended to American academic publications, where Japan references appear 
in continual decline, falling to one third of their former rate, from 316.3 ppm to the most‐
recent number of 106.8. It is curious as to how much of this could be attributable to 
Japanese scholars themselves, who seem to be publishing in English less frequently than 
before.
　　At the same time, despite the bursting of the asset price bubble and the rise of China, 
the data from Table 6 indicate that references to specific Japanese companies, within all 
four publishing types, dropped only a little through the period 1990‐2015. Strong product 
placement in the American market, with names like Toyota and Sony firmly rooted with the 
American consumer, are likely responsible for much of this consistency.
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Figure 5
Trends in Contemporary American English (COCA: 1990-2015)
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Summary
　　Historians are generally late in appreciating an event or shift of historical importance. In 
a philosophical analogy, Hegel ［27］ referred to the owl of Mierva, the Greco‐Roman symbol 
for wisdom, which spread its wings and took flight only as evening approached. The flight 
represents a mature understanding of reality and historical conditions only after they have 
begun to pass from the intellect and current experience.
　　Looking at history and publishing, and at Japan through a word‐frequency study, is a 
bit like the owl of Mierva. Yet it is also a fresher way of investigating history and finding 
potential patterns. For a full study to be a success, more data and statistical analyses must 
be brought into play. However, seeing patterns directly can inspire new ideas for research 
and support previous findings. 
　　In the case of Japan, it appears that the nation has been written about with varying 
frequency, depending on the type of publication. As already realized in history, an 
understanding of all things Japanese, including its economics and businesses, is still 
relatively new to Western thought and scholarship. With a decline in Japan’s presence in 
certain global sectors, and with the rise of China in recent years, it appears as if the topic 
of Japan, at least as presented in American English, has entered a temporary lull in both 
popular and academic publications. An extended study of this type should be able to draw 
out stronger conclusions about the nation’s modern past.
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